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Loyalty and human rights: liminality and social action in

a divided society

Michele Lamb∗

Department of Social Sciences, Roehampton University, London, UK

With the signing of the Northern Ireland Good Friday Agreement in 1998, human rights
moved to the centre of political, legal and social activism and policy development. This
contribution draws on sociological understandings of agency and social action in order
to examine the role of loyalty in shaping the way community activists understand,
negotiate and incorporate the language, principles and practices of human rights into
their lives and activities. The research was undertaken in Belfast between 2005 and
2009. As an explicitly theorised category of experience, loyalty has often been
neglected in empirical sociological work, in understanding ethno-nationalist conflict
and in research on human rights. This contribution seeks to fill this significant gap in
theoretical and empirical understanding.
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Sociology and human rights

Questions concerning ‘the relations between social conditions, consciousness and action,

and the ability of purposive actions to make a difference in the world – belong to a core

of concerns that have been ever present, in one form or another, throughout the history

of social theory’.1What forces shape social action? Howmuch is voluntaristic or purposive;

how much arises from the values and ideas people have been exposed to and the beliefs they

hold, and how much from their pursuit of rational goals? What is the impact of social struc-

tures, institutions and the discourses, practices and social movements that people encoun-

ter? In this contribution I wish to return to such central sociological questions in light of the

emergence of an ‘age of rights’;2 the assumption behind which is that the introduction of

human rights ideas, language, values, laws, practices and policies is profoundly altering

the ways in which people live and act both as individuals and within communities.

Indeed, Morris argues that social action is at ‘the root of human rights’.3 One only has to

return to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 to be reminded that its under-

lying assumption was that once fully implemented, recourse to violence would no longer be

the only form of action open to oppressed peoples seeking social justice. Such a radical

vision of remaking the world implies that structures and systems that concretely embody

the human rights ideals of respect, dignity and equality all have the power to transform

social action. And equally that people seek ways of pursuing their goals that can transcend
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violence. However whilst human rights offer new opportunities for actors, they also

compete with other ideas, values and practices.

In order to explore the potential of human rights as ‘agents for change’4 the second

section of this analysis begins by discussing the theoretical relationship between structure,

agency, culture and context as conceptualised by sociologists, and how such frameworks

might assist in understanding social action in the context of the Northern Ireland peace

process since the signing of the Good Friday Agreement in 1998.5 Northern Ireland

remains part of the United Kingdom, in an historical context shaped by British colonialism

in the island of Ireland, and hence the peace process has involved the governments of both

the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland, as well as Protestant/Unionist/Loyalist
and Catholic/Nationalist/Republican communities.6 This section problematises uses of

concepts such as ‘Loyalist’ and ‘Nationalist’ in the context of the Northern Ireland conflict,

demonstrating that as well as being used as categories that describe the political orientation

of each community, they can also productively be used as sociological terms to describe

nationalism and loyalty as characteristics of both ‘the two communities’’7 orientations.

The employment of these terms as sociological concepts rather than descriptions facilitates

analysis into their impact on ‘institutions, social interactions and social actions’, which as

Turner points out is at the heart of sociology.8 The discussion goes on to explore ways in

which community activists working around interface areas in Northern Ireland’s capital

city, Belfast,9 understand, negotiate and incorporate human rights into their community

activities. The third main section then focuses on developing a sociological understanding

of loyalty and the fourth upon how this relates to community activism and human rights in

Northern Ireland. My principle argument, developed in subsequent sections, is that

loyalty10 constitutes a primary framework for social action amongst community activists

in post-Agreement Northern Ireland and provides both an obstacle to, and motivation

for, engagement with human rights as a means of addressing the ethno-nationalist tensions

at the heart of the conflict.11 This ambivalent relationship between human rights and loyalty

is thus one of tension – in which community activists inhabit a liminal space between

acceptance and rejection, both as subjects and objects of change.

Before proceeding it is useful to outline the methodology used. The empirical evidence

for this study was collected during an in-depth qualitative case study into the impact of the

Good Friday Agreement (discussed below) upon community activists drawn from the ‘two

communities’ living in areas of protracted conflict in North and West Belfast between 2005

and 2009. Twenty-three interviews were carried out together with ethnographic obser-

vations, and each of the interviewees cited in this paper had taken part in sessions on

human rights organised by local advocacy groups or were aware of their activities in

their localities. Respondents in the sample come from a cross section of activists including

former male prisoners, women, and younger adults as part of a larger case study into human

rights and social change in Northern Ireland post 1998.12 This focus on community activists

is significant. Community activists run local projects and act on behalf of their commu-

nities. Many of them are based, not only in their own organisation, but also work and

have influence across networks of groups, both intra and inter-community. Thus they are

significant actors in facilitating or obstructing communities from engaging in human

rights based training or campaigns. The sample is not however representative, but is

designed to be qualitatively illustrative of the type and processes of social change being

experienced by individuals and communities in Northern Ireland. Further, in this study I

am not seeking to generalise to other divided societies, nor am I arguing that my findings

are representative of other post-conflict societies. Rather, my intention is consistent with

Yin’s approach who argues that case studies should be aimed, not at statistical
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generalisation, but at analytical generalisation; in other words to generalise a particular set

of results to the development of broader theory.13 In this case I am particularly interested

in the impact of loyalty on social action in ethno-nationalist conflict and the broader

theoretical insights that this focus raises, the subject to which I will now turn.

Human rights and social action in Northern Ireland

Since Weber raised his initial concern with social action and the role of subjective meaning

in shaping it,14 pursuit of its understanding has remained central to the sociological agenda,

yet has often remained the subject of theoretical reflection rather than empirical investi-

gation. Yet social action is, as Craib reminds us, an activity; it is what people do and

how they organise themselves in particular social circumstances and contexts.15 This

focus on context reminds us that that ‘agents are empowered to act with and against

others’ by systems and structures;16 but how they interact both individually and collec-

tively, depends on the sort of society they live in and the various resources they have

access to, institutional, contextual, structural and cognitive. From a human rights perspec-

tive, Morris notes that context combines both the particularism of the social situation within

which rights are enacted, but also applies to the ‘broader social structures that provide the

framework for social life, be they economic, political, institutional, cultural, familial etc.’17

Prior to the point at which human rights are co-opted as ‘rights talk’,18 social actors must

deal with the dilemmas that arise when their use of human rights language and ideas come

into contact with existing normative frameworks and social situations. The important point

here is that, human rights themselves are not ‘agents for change’ as Bierne describes them,

rather human rights are a set of languages, principles and practices, employed by people and

groups in order to effect social change, as only people and groups can have agency in the

sociological sense. Yet what motivates agents to act is complex. Whether they accept or

reject new ideas and practices, how they incorporate them, and the effects of prior ideas

and experiences requires sociological analysis. Ann Swidler contends that social action

is constructed as people assemble chains of action, linked by complex combinations of

interest, rationality, and values from which they form new ‘strategies of action’ –

general ways of organising action, informed by habits, moods, sensibilities and worldviews,

so as to solve everyday problems and form new courses of action.19 Whilst it is unclear

whether interest, rationality and values are always involved, or to what extent and in

what combination, Swidler’s argument is that actors select (albeit not consciously) a

variety of cultural resources according to their goals. This perspective she asserts, opens

up the idea that people construct ‘strategies of action’ according to the cultural, cognitive

and material resources they have access to and the context within which they are operating.

Her approach also recognises the role of social movements as carriers of new ways of

organising social action, as well as their contingency and the dilemmas that new

systems, structures, ideas and practices pose for social actors. The concept of ‘strategies

of action’ can be helpful in analysing developments in Northern Ireland, though it is first

necessary to introduce the social and political context of this analysis.

For more than 30 years,20 Northern Ireland was embroiled in a conflict that claimed

more than 3700 lives and injured physically and psychologically countless others.21 As a

result its two main communities have become highly segregated physically, spatially,

social and emotionally.22 In the years of conflict prior to the Good Friday Agreement,

the context within which ordinary people could engage with human rights was highly cir-

cumscribed, underpinned by political polarisation ‘around two competing ideologies,

namely Loyalism/Unionism and Republicanism/Nationalism, and their deeply-felt and
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mutually-exclusive ideologies’.23 Political ideology re-enforced by paramilitary control

thus provided ‘unithematic scripts’24 grounded in victimhood, competition and rivalry

that human rights advocates found difficult to pierce.25 The simplicity of the messages

was clear: it was the requirement of total loyalty to each community’s respective causes

as the only way to achieve their goals – self-determination and freedom from British

rule for Republicans and Nationalists, and protection by the British government, the

Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and other security forces from criminality, terrorism

and the break-up of Ulster for Unionists and Loyalists. Political instability, as Swidler

points out, is a prime factor in enforcing alignment in religious and political views,

because the instability in which people find themselves makes them readier to seize on

coherent ideologies, not because they deeply believe in them but because they need

some way to organise action.26

One outcome of the Good Friday Agreement was to provide a framework for an

ongoing process that had at its heart a commitment to human rights politically and institu-

tionally.27 In the aftermath of its signing, however the aforementioned ‘unithematic scripts’

did not lose their power to influence. Political elites seized on the advantages to be had from

using human rights language to pursue their own social and political claims, for example

urging recognition of their ‘unique’ cultural heritage and rights on issues such as parading,

flags and language in the language of rights.28 Thus, human rights ideas, rather than loosen-

ing the strictures of political ideology, were largely incorporated into existing ideologies as

part of the new ‘cultural tool-kit’29 utilised by politicians from both communities; a classic

example of the instrumental use of ‘rights talk’ to achieve partisan goals.30 It is here that the

sociological use of terms such as ‘nationalist’ and ‘loyalty’ emerge as important. The term

nationalist is used here and subsequently, in its sociological sense as commitment to the

idea of the nation, and the sense of identity and motivation for action that such identification

provides, rather than in the political sense in which it is normally referred to in Northern

Ireland as being the political ideology of Republicanism and Nationalism. Similarly the

term ‘loyalty’ does not refer to the political ideology of Loyalism, but as will be discussed

in more depth later, refers to a particular way of organising action by individuals and

communities.

In the post-Agreement environment, despite the difficulties posed by the politicisation

of the language of human rights, and ongoing political and ideological polarisation, human

rights campaigners began to take advantage of the space created by the Agreement’s ‘unfin-

ished’31 nature to introduce human rights ideas and practices directly to local communities

as a means to address inequalities and poverty. For many advocates, human rights were no

longer to be confined to policy intervention and campaigning but were to be introduced as a

tool to claim social and economic rights by people experiencing the most intractable div-

ision and inequality locally.32 Their approach is grounded in two aspects that shape

human rights advocacy in Northern Ireland: first, social and economic rights and civil

and political rights are intimately intertwined, as social and economic rights violations

have fuelled claims for political and civil rights and vice verse. Secondly, advocates

claim that social and economic rights have the greatest potential to create common cause

around issues of poverty because they complement and celebrate peoples’ ‘common

humanity and inherently social nature’.33 Thus in claiming their human rights, people are

enjoined to act together rather than be passive recipients of protection and to recognise

the commonality of their experience across the political divide. Human rights advocates

recognise the ongoing salience of the political context, and in some areas the continuation,

and even deepening of struggles over symbols, rituals and parading at the local and national

level.34 However they also argue that social and economic rights should be an increasingly
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important concern for community activists. Since the signing of the Agreement,

communities continue to be blighted by interfaces that physically, psychologically and

socially divide them,35 providing the boundaries along which inter-communal violence

continues, and limiting mobility and thus access to goods, services and employment.

Additionally, pressures of demographic change, suburbanisation, redevelopment and dis-

placement have all contributed to tensions as communities compete for space with each

other and with new ethnicities and the encroaching middle classes. As the ‘peace dividend’

seems increasingly elusive, and confidence in politicians has waned,36 community activists

are gradually being released from the confines of loyalty to the nationalist goals of their

respective political groupings, and instead are being offered the possibility of access to

new resources, along with the potential of continuing to serve their local communities

through claiming human rights. As Sewell has observed, when routine practices are rup-

tured and structures transformed, cultural creativity can be stimulated as actors seek inno-

vative solutions to existing problems of action.37 The signing of the Good Friday

Agreement may not have marginalised political ideology, but it did give space for new

actors to contest and debate prevailing ideologies and creatively innovate solutions to the

social and economic problems that both communities face. Bhabha notes that people are

both the objects of historical processes and subjects of a process of signification which

brings them into a dynamic present. He argues that ‘newness’ enters not by overturning his-

torical processes but by undermining their ability to provide the only version of social solid-

ity, enabling a ‘third space’ to emerge in which vestiges of the past merge with the needs of

the present.38 This ‘third space’ is being used by human rights advocacy to introduce human

rights to local communities. However, at the same time, the introduction of new human

rights based principles and practices, embodying cosmopolitan ideals of a shared

common humanity, poses fundamental problems for communities that have been forged

in conflict and violence and which remain deeply divided. As Patrick Grant points out:

Old habits and prejudices do not just go away under the influence of enlightened principles and
behaviours, but continue often to influence feeling-structures and behaviours, catching people
up in contradictions of which they frequently remain unwitting, or which they contrive to fend
off by a variety of stratagems.39

With the weakening of political ideology and the introduction of human rights, loyalty

to community does not dissolve, rather it continues to motivate social action amongst com-

munity activists, even whilst its outcomes are varied and unpredictable.

Sociology, human rights and loyalty

Tension between loyalty and universalist moral theory is a well known ethical problem40

yet whilst implicitly figuring in numerous accounts of ethnic relations and diaspora

studies, loyalty has rarely been the explicit focus of sociological analysis. Whilst concern

with social bonds, integration and intra-group relationships has been a central concern of

sociology from its outset,41 and more recent interest in trust, reciprocity and diversity

from sociologists such as Robert Putnam42 provides a useful starting point for thinking

about constituents of loyalty, little attention has been paid to loyalty as an explicitly

theorised category of experience, an omission only recently addressed by the sociologist

James Conner.43 Reasons for its neglect are unclear. It may be that it is so much regarded

as in the ‘natural order of things’44 that it has developed more robustly in the realm of phil-

osophy, or has been amalgamated so far into the literature on solidarity that both their
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distinctions and similarities are neglected.45 Loyalty is similarly absent from the literature

on human rights and ethno-nationalist conflict, despite being an explicit and implicit

requirement of the modern-nation state46 and as Thornberry points out, whilst ‘[l]oyalty

questions may surface in the context of almost any human-rights norm. . .’ and ‘[c]alls

for loyalty carry grave dangers in terms of human rights. . .exegesis of loyalty as such

have not filled the pages of the human-rights literature – like quarks and neutrinos,

notions of loyalty pass largely unseen and unacknowledged’.47 However understanding

the processes by which particularistic loyalties can be challenged and transformed by

human rights principles and practices is essential if we are to broaden our understanding

of how human rights can shape social action in ethno-nationalist conflicts. As Conner

argues, loyalty indicates how people should act in particular circumstances and enables

people to predict others’ responses to their actions. Loyalty is more than behaviour and

habit in that it indicates to whom social obligations are owed and carries with it intense

emotions which have the power to shape action and identity in many and varied circum-

stances. Yet loyalty is not primordial, rather it shifts in focus, intensity and direction as

context changes.48

The first constituent of loyalty that impacts on human rights is its relationship to iden-

tity. Conner argues that loyalty provides a sense of the collective and of belonging, whilst

also provoking conflict and exclusion which is necessary to conceptualise loyalty in the

self.49 This sense of belonging, argues Fletcher, is embedded in an ‘historical self’ that

implies obligations rooted in ‘a set of defining familial, institutional and national relation-

ships’ which generate partialities. The ‘bedrock idea in group loyalty is not [. . .] relation-

ships, but membership in a group competing with other groups’ (italics added), which

makes the member an insider. People think of themselves primarily as members of a

group and in this way, loyalty becomes synonymous with identity.50 Thus, loyalty must

always have an ‘other’ against which to define itself, which is continually reinforced by

‘the extending or withholding of services and benefits’.51 Extending and withholding

benefits establishes relationships of reciprocity which are an important element of identity,

in that withholding recognition of one’s loyalty can prompt re-evaluation and the seeking of

new ‘strategies of action’.52 Actors are socialised into their loyalties, learning what is

socially acceptable to others,53 and thus loyalty is something one grows into which is

being constantly constructed by context rather than something one just has.

A second facet of loyalty is its inherent emotionality. As a result of the emotional ties

generated by loyalty, as Erwin notes, ‘[A] really loyal person subjugates (at least to some

extent) his or her private interests to those of the object of loyalty.’54 In ethno-nationalist

conflicts, emotions arising from the conflict can endure for decades particularly when the

knowledge of an abstract injustice is reinforced by constant visual reminders.55 And as

Durkheim argued, particularly intense forms of social interaction ‘creates an especially

powerful form of integration’56 that can reinforce loyalty by emphasising which events

or activities are particularly appropriate and which are not. By providing and maintaining

the powerful emotions needed to defend past activity and motivate present and future

action, loyalty is a social emotion rather than just an attitude or behaviour.57 People are

not casually loyal. On the contrary, the emotional aspect of loyalty is easily incited when

under threat, ‘compelling the actor to defend and work within the role’58 that loyalty

confers and further providing the motivation and energy to action on behalf of those that

actors wish to protect and ideas they believe valuable.

An important affect of the emotional facet of loyalty is that it implies unconditional

commitment and perseverance. ‘[L]oyalty to group does not simply presume that the

group is right, but that they care about the right things and make their judgements, even
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when they are mistaken, in terms of those [shared] values.’59 Even when people betray that

to which they are loyal because it does something unacceptable, they may still believe that

their betrayal is the ultimate loyal action – done for its own good.60 Hirscham regards the

disjuncture between loyalty to group and acquiescence even when people believe some-

thing they do is wrong, not so much as motivated by irrational emotion but rather as a strat-

egy of detachment. As he argues, ‘reluctance to exit in spite of disagreement with the

organisation of which one is a member is the hallmark of loyalist behaviour’. People

may be ‘held back not so much by the moral and material sufferings they would themselves

have to go through as a result of exit, but by the anticipation that the organisation to which

they belong would go from bad to worse if they left’ (italics in original).61

And whilst people can feel loyalty to a number of different objects and contemporary

societies have multiple points of loyalty,62 loyalty is layered63 and which layer has most

salience depends on the level of social immersion.64 Social immersion can be both

spatial and emotional and as Conner argues, social structure invokes different levels of

loyalty, from the family, through religion to the nation, but it is social, political, economic

and cultural forces that determine which layer is prominent and has most impact in motiv-

ating action.65 Whilst layered, loyalty is however a bond that is inherently horizontal. Even

though people may express loyalty to the nation state, the ‘imagined community’ of the

nation is one, as Anderson argues, of deep horizontal comradeship that enables people to

sacrifice for it and to ignore how they may be badly treated within it.66

These three elements of loyalty: identity, emotion and layering can be seen shaping the

reaction amongst community activists to the introduction of human rights language, prin-

ciples and practices in both pre- and post-Agreement Northern Ireland.

Loyalty, community and human rights in Northern Ireland

There is an oft-cited belief inNorthern Ireland that human rightsweremore easily understood

and adopted by Nationalist and Republican communities than Unionists and Loyalists.

However acceptance of human rights at the political level exhibits different characteristics

to its acceptance amongst ordinary members of the public. Whilst it is true that hostility

towards human rights was a characteristic of Protestant politics and as a result the Protestant

community were highly suspicious of them,67 and equally that Republican politicians were

quicker to see the potential of calling on human rights language as ameans of garnering inter-

national support for their claims, it is a perspective that hides a far more complex relationship

between local communities and the ideas and practices of human rights.

Human rights first appeared in Northern Ireland in the late 1960s, in the early civil rights

movement and its campaign for basic civil liberties, equality and non-discrimination in the

areas of electoral reform, housing, education, employment, and the provision of public ser-

vices. Whilst predominantly drawn from the Catholic community, its membership rep-

resented a wide range of political views, inspired by the civil rights movement in the

United States,68 rejecting violence to concentrate on non-violent civil action. However in

the face of sustained resistance by the Protestant dominated administration, the introduction

of direct rule by the British Government and the various security measures that

accompanied the Troubles, the movement collapsed. By the 1970s human rights had

moved to the edges of political and social activity. Although elements of human rights

inspired reforms, in particular in the areas of education, employment and housing, were

enacted,69 by the early 1980s both communities were affected by civil and political

human rights violations.70 However despite some in the Protestant community recognising

their protective potential, to acknowledge them as human rights violations as such was to
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implicitly criticise and thus be disloyal to their own politicians and organisations such as

the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) or the British Army and Security Forces who were

perceived as protecting the Protestant community from Republican terrorism:

For Protestants it [human rights acceptance] was much more complicated because the police
force, the RUC and the army were almost 100 per cent Protestant and they saw them as
their police and their army and although they did suffer miscarriages of justice if they got
caught up in the Diplock courts,71 and some of them were killed as a result of collusion,
they found it very hard to criticize those bodies because they thought of them as their own,
and that it would be disloyal, and that they were being disloyal to Unionism if they criticized
those bodies, which in their view were holding Republicans, at bay as it were (sic).72

Even if at times acting against members of the Protestant community in their pursuit of

militant republicanism, or transcending the boundaries of natural justice through collusion

with paramilitary organisations, the police and security forces remained members of their

community; were still regarded as ‘their own’; an ‘imagined community’ of loyalty to the

British state. As Fletcher argues it is membership in a group that is the hallmark of loyalty

and what makes the member an insider is that they act with partiality towards those to whom

they are loyal.73

Along with the sense of disloyalty that appealing to human rights protection provoked,

spatial and social immersion posed a practical difficulty for those Protestants who wished to

engage with human rights, as the privacy needed to seek out the mechanisms of human

rights protection was a luxury few could afford. In the tightly packed streets of North

Belfast, as Shirlow and Murtagh explain, ‘space mediates the experiences of people in

places, and further, it shapes the structure of the opportunity set available to them’.74 In

ethno-nationalist conflict, space, tied as it is to issues of territory and power, is an issue

upon which the fiercest community loyalties are tested and thus spatial immersion provides

the context within which loyalties are strongly experienced and orients the objective of their

actions. As one human rights advocate active at the time explains:

. . .[t]here were voices in the Loyalist community, working class Unionists, who would see this
[human rights] is something that absolutely had a direct relevance to them but either didn’t find
the mechanisms to link up (sic). They certainly couldn’t link with Nationalists or Republican
[groups] or find the mechanisms to link up with groups like ourselves or others.75

Working class Protestants also found themselves in a dilemma as their personal political

orientation on issues such as equality which were in favour of ideas around human rights,

came into conflict with the ideological rejection of rights that had gathered pace in their

community. It was perceived as disloyal to embrace something that was associated with

Republicanism when friends were being killed by those very people. Class loyalty could

not ‘trump’ community loyalty where rights were concerned:

. . .as things progressed through the Troubles I think a lot of Unionists saw civil rights as the pre-
serve and weapon, tool of Nationalist/Republicans so tended to stay away from it. . . . I had a
dilemma between my socialist beliefs and lack of equality [which was] tempered by seeing
my friends killed. I lost friends and family in the Troubles so it was hard to remain liberal and
open minded when you’re walking behind a coffin. My ideas would have hardened.76

However such experiences were not limited to Protestant communities as the early calls for

‘British rights for British citizens’ in Republican and Nationalist communities gave way to

claims for freedom rather than rights:
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. . .people would say, ‘we’re in a war situation, what’s rights got to do with it’ (sic)? Rights are
something bestowed by those who have the power to bestow rights upon you. Why think that
we would want any rights from the British and Irish? They can stuff their rights. We don’t want
rights, we want our freedom. There was always that tension between the practical and the ideo-
logical approach to rights and the impact it could have.77

For many Republicans, human rights were regarded as a reformist agenda, the ‘defence of

the indefensible’ and a distraction from the key issue of getting the British out.78 Further-

more, the apparent disconnection between human rights advocates and those experiencing

the impact of human rights violations ‘on the ground’ in Republican communities meant

that human rights advocates could be difficult to trust:

And maybe I’m being too hard here to be honest with you, but I also think a lot of people
involved in [NGO] and that, they would not have come from these communities. Now I
know that is gradually changing, but they wouldn’t have come from these communities, so
maybe it wasn’t a big issue for them. They weren’t actually in that community, they were
happy enough to stay at policy level and fight poverty and stuff like that and other issues.79

What is apparent in the similarly ambivalent experiences of both Protestants and

Catholics towards human rights at the local level is that between rights and community,

at multiple levels, community dominated. Loyalty to community trumped both class and

individual interests despite the deep class divisions endemic in Northern Irish society. As

Coulter concludes, ‘the class consciousness that animates social actors living in the

regions [of Northern Ireland] tends . . . to be articulated and ultimately refracted through

political ideologies that owe their existence primary to ethnic and national feeling’ which

‘disarms those radical sentiments that arise out of socioeconomic location’.80

Thus engagement with and access to human rights prior to the Agreement were strongly

influenced by notions of loyalty and fear of disloyalty and, since 1998, this has not wea-

kened although there is evidence to suggest that its focus is shifting. Gradually human

rights are emerging as a tool of change that makes a clear link between the issues people

face and the responsibility of the British state and the local Northern Ireland Assembly

to be accountable:

Well, the relationship basically is that if you look at the human rights documents that have been
produced and produced and produced, and they all say certain things, like you have a right to
this, this and this, you know, adequate housing, shelter or whatever, food, education, so on and
so forth, and then you take a wee look around and you ok, [and] well who’s responsible for our
housing, whose responsible for our health and whose responsible for our education?81

This indicates a shift on the part of community activists’ willingness to hold their political

representatives to account. Prior to the Agreement, claiming on the state by Protestants was

perceived as a sign of weakness and had to be hidden. ‘Showing weakness would have

meant that the [Northern Ireland] state wasn’t working. It would have been to say “the

state isn’t working” and would have given credence to our enemies’. Catholic ‘discipline’

was similarly self-imposed as well as externally imposed towards the end of presenting an

organised representation for claims.82 However in the post-Agreement environment, com-

munity activists are identifying the responsibility of political actors to respond to their needs

in ways that are being defined by the community themselves. Another activist bemoans the

lack of political leadership in her community and rejects the assumption that her community

should continue to vote for them out of loyalty.83One activist described how they refused to
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allow their local politicians or the police to impose a solution to a dispute between the two

communities because ‘they wanted to deal with it themselves’ and:

. . . [the community] did see it as their right to decide, to determine, it was nobody else’s right to
determine what happened with that particular piece of that land [to build an interface]. It was
their right to determine, because they were the people that were living there, they were the
people who would have to deal with the consequences of what went up there!84

Thus some activists are prepared to use the language of rights both to hold their represen-

tatives to account and to limit their representatives’ power to make decisions that involve

them. In this way they are beginning to use human rights as an ‘agent for change’ on

multiple levels.

Such changes in orientation amongst community activists remain, however, motivated

by intense loyalties. Whether Loyalist or Republican, Nationalist or Unionist, despite

differences of age, gender or class, these community activists working in Belfast share a

view of their work which they describe in both vocational and familial terms.85 Their

work in their communities is a calling or vocation; it is a natural relationship, as one

would have with one’s family: ‘[Y]ou need to care for your community. Outside of your

family box, we are the wider family.’86

Intensity of commitment and loyalty to community remains a prime furnisher of identity

for these activists. As one activist explains, ‘The [Local Protestant Community] and I were

born together, that’s how God designed us.’87 It is an identity that is regarded as natural, like

that of a family, and beyond question, embracing ‘solicitude, unconditional love, personal

loyalty, and willingness to sacrifice for others’.88 Loyalty provides activists with a sense of

purpose, motivating them to take action on behalf of their community even at personal cost

of physical danger or the pressure on their relationships and home lives, like that of a parent

taking care of a family to which they are devoted, even to the point of self sacrifice:

I’ll do anything if it will help the community. People call us paramilitaries because of that, but
I’ll talk to anyone, and if it stops some lad being beaten up, or being kneecapped, then I’ll step
in. We do what needs to be done.89

The relationship between their identification with their community and the level of commit-

ment and effort they make on its behalf is also mutually reinforcing and reciprocal:

It’s a marriage and it’s almost like the rest of the community don’t differentiate when they come
in here because they come and see us as one almost. And that’s reflective of how I think the
community generally sees themselves within us.90

However not all community activists hail directly from their communities, and thus face the

task of overcoming suspicion about their motives for involvement with them. As one acti-

vist explains: ‘[T]hey wondered what I was up to, what my agenda was. That was the first

thing I had to overcome, to prove that I didn’t have an agenda.’91

This activist’s more ambivalent position, despite his obvious commitment to his work

arises from his acknowledgement that he lacks the ‘historical self’92 that can legitimise his

actions in the locality, despite having come from the wider Loyalist community. Yet through

his presence and his commitment over time, he is able to prove himself and become trusted

by the community.

Such intense loyalty is both an impetus to involvement in human rights principles and

practices, and a challenge to it. As human rights advocates have approached community
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activists with offers of training in human rights advocacy and support in advocating for

them, activists are beginning to engage with them as a way of responding to the increasing

needs of their constituents. Despite their fears and the risks, human rights are beginning to

be perceived as worth engaging with because communities feel increasingly abandoned by

their political representatives. Yet such engagement is not without tensions because as

Maggie Bierne, former director of the Committee for the Administration of Justice,

Northern Ireland’s most prominent human rights non-governmental organisation (NGO)

describes:

People engaged in [the project] are long-term campaigners, dealing with some of the most
intractable problems and deprived areas on the island of Ireland. They are therefore somewhat
cynical; they are people who are not attracted by quick-fix solutions. Yet many of them have
found the process of debate useful, and believe that the dimension of rights, which has not been
tried before by many of them, may well bring something new to the table.93

Negotiating human rights and loyalty

Scepticism and doubt run through the heart of many activists’ concerns about the purpose

and benefits of human rights. One of the major claims made by human rights advocates in

Northern Ireland is that they are a tool of empowerment; providing communities with the

moral and legal means by which to challenge the state and demand certain rights. Those

related to housing, health care, security, and access to goods and services in particular,

can be demanded in accordance with domestic and international standards.

Yet seen through the eyes of some activists’ past experiences, this tool of empowerment

may potentially be undermining the strength of collective purpose and sense of power that

communities previously had, and even in some circumstances undermine it. Activists with

personal experience of human rights violations may be particularly sceptical of using

human rights language to claim on behalf of their communities, as this former Republican

prisoner explains:

The real world is what we have, a neo-liberal global economic contest where everyone can
develop, when we all know everybody can’t and doesn’t and won’t. That’s where I’m fearful.
Rights can sometimes create this illusion that things are alright, they are fixable. When really,
people seem powerless really to make the real change, the economic change required.94

Doubt about the role that human rights can play in empowering local communities is under-

pinned by his fear that the camaraderie forged in struggle is evaporating, and that engage-

ment with human rights may even be exacerbating its dissolution. Whilst for other

community activists, certainty about their community and its future remains strong, for

this activist there is fear that the community self-help ethos of the past that was forged in

rebellion against state authorities now seems to be faltering:

[T]he strange thing about the conflict, the Troubles, was that it held the community together.
There was a sense of purpose, a sense of self identity that we’re all in this together. People
had a sense of their own power even though they were cut off from the wider decision
making processes and the outside resources, economic, political decision making processes
and all that impacted on their lives. They had a sense of their own power, there was a self
help ethos that underpinned it, and it was in opposition to something. With the peace
process everything has become far more complicated, more fluid, and everything has
changed. The old certainties have now disappeared and we’re having all sorts of difficulties
that were kept out.95
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This places him in an uncertain position between change and maintenance of the status quo.

Activists have to find ways of holding the community together and retaining their close

bonds but also have a desire to transform their communities. He has to engage with the auth-

orities if he wants his locality to improve and resources to increase. But this brings its own

inner struggles:

Are we really reflective of people’s needs and issues or are we bringing our own sort of values
and principles in to ensure that people go along with these? Are we working for government,
with government, in the best interests of the people or are we really being towed along in their
slipstream? Are we dependent upon that because we get our wages through? Life’s full of all
those contradictions.96

Not only are there inner struggles. His increasing mistrust of politicians impacts on his

ability to trust the efficacy of human rights because he worries that it is political leaders

who ultimately wield the power to grant or withhold them:

I’m one of those cynics who believe, that what’s given as right, by the same people, can just be
taken away once it becomes a threat. And maybe I’m too impacted on by the conflict here.
Because everyone who was getting arrested under internment, it turned out that it was all
illegal. So parliament just sat down and changed it to make it legal.97

However such scepticism is not limited to former combatants as this female activist

explains: ‘human rights have been put in place for our benefit. Supposedly’ (italics

added).98 Her final word, ‘supposedly’ reveals her suspicion that what motivates the pro-

motion of rights is not the empowerment of communities but an illusion of power; that

they are a rhetorical device used to mask inaction rather than a real tool of change. Thus,

despite the hopes activists hold for socio-economic benefits to their communities, some

retain considerable misgivings about them. They regard human rights advocacy as a poten-

tial threat to existing patterns of community, and insecure based on past experience of the

inability of human rights principles to actually deliver benefits.

A further claim of human rights advocates is that claiming social and economic rights

can lead to improved relationships between the two communities as they recognise simi-

larities in their social location. As activists have become aware of human rights projects

in their areas, previously ‘enemy’ communities are beginning to be seen less as opponents

and, if not allies, at least professional colleagues. As these activists explain:

. . .you know people are realising more and more that there are bigger issues, than this whole
Catholic/Protestant thing. There are issues of poverty, there are issues of social exclusion,
there’s issues of housing, there’s issues of lack of education, there’s issues with health,
there’s issues with teenage delinquency, there’s issues with drugs and alcohol abuse, there
are so many issues that affect both areas that just cross the entire divide.99

I think to some extent because of the nature [of the work] I am in, which is community devel-
opment and rights now too, is that our fighting the cause together nearly now because it is about
raising people out of poverty. . .[sic].100

Thus the development of shared interests through involvement in claiming human rights

on behalf of their own communities can lead to the development of shared agendas,

enabling activists to recognise not only their shared socio-economic position and the

potential of human rights to address it, but also commonalities in their experience and in

the task they face:
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The strange thing is that in recent times because the peace process has allowed more space to
meet others, people from the Unionist community, I’ve also saw some people there as well I can
identify with and really. . .and in a limited number of cases identify with them even more so
than some of the people from the Nationalist Catholic areas (sic).101

There’s a lot of organisations I would have said a few years ago I wouldn’t touch them with a
bargepole. I’ve never met the people and it’s wrong. And then a couple of emails I received
maybe about pieces they’ve done and replied [to] them and they gained my respect and
they’ve kept persevering and persevering. There’s something and I’m going to have to look
into this now.102

This unsought ‘mutual identification’ is one of the ways in which activists are beginning to

recognise not only their similarities, but also how their differences have been constructed,

enabling ‘a point of departure for constructing a further social relationship, an evolving

social bond’.103 From this perspective, the loyalty that activists have towards their own

communities need not be a barrier to changing relationships, nor to the fulfilment of

human rights for all. Loyalty can provide the motivation to explore and engage in the

language and practices of human rights. In that process, through recognising that those

from the other community are also loyal, similarly committed to their community, an

opening is made for a relationship to evolve.

Human rights, loyalty and the thresholds of change

For activists who have begun the process of engagement with human rights, there are

benefits, sacrifices and risks, both to themselves and to their community. As a ‘third

space’ has opened up, community activists are looking for new ways to fulfil their obli-

gations to community and to return to Swidler’s argument introduced near the beginning

of this contribution, they are seeking new ‘strategies of action’ in response to the new

resources and context available to them.104Human rights language, principles and practices

offer them instrumental advantages that can be used to claim social and economic develop-

ment on behalf of their communities, and an opportunity to retain their loyalty to commu-

nity and the sense of personal identity that loyalty provides. However in the process of

engaging with human rights, anxieties emerge as actors fear that human rights will be

unable to deliver their proposed benefits and moreover disrupt existing patterns of commu-

nity. Further, in engaging with human rights they are coming into greater contact with

former adversaries, and at times beginning to develop relationships that go beyond them,

causing further anxiety as their loyalty to community may come under question. Thus acti-

vists combine complex combinations of rational, instrumental and value-led motivations for

action, but this creates contradictions for them at multiple levels. Activists are thus on the

thresholds of change, still embedded in loyalty yet being pushed inexorably towards contact

with those with whom many of them have been locked in conflict for decades – poised on

the threshold of a ‘departure from the norm’, in which ‘the past has lost its grip and the

future has not yet put on definite shape.105 Prior to 1998 choices were more clearly

defined between loyalty and disloyalty. However post 1998 the choices are more

complex. As Samson concludes, ‘[w]hen new forms of thought and action must struggle

with old ones, there has to be a sacrifice.106

Thus, the acceptance, interpretation and negotiation of human rights ideas at the local

level are constantly being moderated through the lens of community activists’ loyalty to

their communities, the potential cost to personal identities arising from those loyalties

and the potential instrumental benefits that human rights claiming can offer. As Swidler
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concludes, social change does not move in a single direction but is actively constructed by

social actors as they employ new ‘strategies of action’ in order to meet changing goals and

priorities, not as a conscious strategy, but as a way of reconciling competing motivations

and needs.107

The Good Friday Agreement has facilitated the emergence of a plurality of voices which

have legitimised new forms of action, alongside the breakdown of traditional focal points for

loyalty, yet the space created is not so much an alternative, as a space of liminality, within

which community activists hover between loyalty and the language, principles and practices

of human rights, and between loyalty to their own communities and new relationships emer-

ging across the political divide. Liminality is a category of experience in which social actors

are on the thresholds of change prompted by uncertainty and instability. It refers to the

‘in-between situations and conditions that are characterised by the dislocation of established

structures, the reversal of hierarchies, and uncertainty regarding the continuity of tradition

and future outcomes’.108 Loyalty presents challenges to human rights and its cosmopolitan

ideals, yet it also provides an impetus to engage with human rights in the process of which

community activists must deal with a variety of internal and external tensions and contradic-

tions. Bhabha concludes that as social actors experience being ‘caught between frames’, they

experience anxiety, since ‘as one part disintegrates, a new historical actor is being raised’.109

This new historical actor does not abandon the past, but brings their experiences with them,

combining it with new ideas and practices in complex ways so as to formulate new ways of

organising action. Yet such change is hesitant and cautious.

Conclusion: loyalty, social action and the sociology of human rights

Turner argues that given that human rights have emerged as one of the most important

aspects of globalisation, sociology, if it is to continue to have relevance, needs to

develop ‘a robust analytical programme for the study of rights, duties and justice’.110

Morris has similarly argued that the classical concerns of sociology have a significant

amount to offer the analytical study of human rights.111 In this contribution I have

sought to demonstrate the benefits that a sociological perspective can bring to understand-

ing a key area of human rights concern, that of ethno-nationalist conflict. Morris points to

the way in which the content and application of rights are constructed through social action

in the process of ‘claim assertion, the accumulation of moral credibility and support, recog-

nition of the claim and finally its institutionalisation within particular normative social fra-

meworks’.112 She further argues that rights can both reflect and influence the direction of

change in society.113 This research builds on this insight by revealing however that there

is a stage prior to the ‘assertion of a claim’ when social actors encounter human rights as

potential resources or ‘agents for change’, and the ways in which their acceptance, interpret-

ation and negotiation are moderated through identity, experience and goals, the normative

social and cultural framework, and the changing social, economic, and political environ-

ment. The role of individuals as social agents embedded in communities has had little atten-

tion in sociological analysis of human rights. However this contribution has shown that past

experience, identity and goals can have an important impact on the willingness of social

agents to ‘assert a claim’ on behalf of their communities. Sociological analysis of key con-

cepts such as loyalty, social action, and agency can thus make a significant contribution to

opening up new ways of understanding the challenges faced by communities as they

emerge from ethno-nationalist conflict. In paying attention to such sociological perspec-

tives, those involved in human rights advocacy may be able to better understand the

complex contradictions and tensions involved in social change.
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